



































































































































Theorem Pathintegration defined a homomorphism

from Nu H to Q sending o to Jfesdz

Call this Hf

Analysisofthe standardargumentfor constructingthe anti derivative alums

an anti derivative for fasdz exists if and only
if he Tica to Q is trivial

Picture

Proposition Iet U be a domain in Ca fet f
be defined on U Then we can define an

anti derivative F for f ou Te eeliereTe is the

coveringspace corresponding to the band

thehomomorphism hf T.lu to Q






































































































































Remember Tr is the smallest comes

fundamentalgroup has largest image
with this property

our anti derivative construction cooled
to define a holomorphicfunction

Recallhow we define the anti derivative
in the sniphy connectadause

Pick a point to Define FCH fyfHdz where

8 goesfrom zotozi

EE HIT BydefinitionoftheR
covering space

go
to.si cKev so

Toot iffy fyo.tn dz o so

12 Zo intUn
g dz fated't






































































































































Note that we are onlyconsidering thosespecific
Lathom.wdow.nstairs which are imagesofpaths






































































































































Etumple U ga egg
4140 Gt o

f EITHER
a

non

Oo
o Calculate residues

fyffeldt
Uti Resht it

fated2 ziti Raff i

To findthe residueof fate we expand
in terms of EtD

f It pCaotai
Effy ta t

Ei

ao is the value of Feig at e i ar Ie
pasCf i tie






































































































































ft.dz Uti it

Ifo.dz it

Get a coveringspace which is not a

universal cover

Using fortune know a

a E
Ipo

continue
tuneconstructed
claimtauliftatoli
andgivesour

universe

0
a Eis

qq.ly 5ahnpya convected

libre boy arctan is not an actual function
but it is an actual coveringspace
Inversefunction is it periodic notexplainedbywhatweleave done

Why is the anti donative well defined on the

omen






































































































































Example Algebraic varieties
We will not give a coherent development

of these we will discuss some examples

On the other hand the examples we dioawa

are historically interesting and perhapsgive
us some feelfor this branch of the field

Jet PG be a polynomial PCH at a et t au E

A byperellipticvarietybus the form
D CzW W P z

Automating
Elliptie aurves degreeof P is 3 or 4
Integrate gaffe arise in computingthe

arclengthof an ellipse forexample
Hyper t generalize elliptic revues




